Winter is a wonderful time for reflection. The earth is growing quiet but we are reminded to carry the light within as mid winter approaches and the days become darker and longer. What a wonderful term Class Three has had this term.

We began the Term looking at House Building. Our Main Lesson began with stories about animals in the natural world building their homes and then moved on to exploring the many different houses that people build around the world. The children completed a house-building project where they chose a house from around the world and completed a model of that particular house. The excitement buzzed on Project Presentation Day! Each child presented their project with a great deal of enthusiasm, knowledge and pride. They will be on display in our classroom until the end of the first week of next term. Please come and have a look at the children’s amazing work!

To compliment our next Main Lesson story about farming, we went on an excursion to Mock apple orchard in Red Hill. The orchard uses biodynamic farming practices as well as having a very strong connection with our local community. The children thoroughly enjoyed learning through all of their senses; feeling the cold storage shed, tasting the delicious apple products, seeing apple trees, smelling the compost and hearing all about the orchard.

We are looking forward to another wonderful Term after a lovely rest time with our friends and families.

Peace, Love and Happiness Always,
Jasmine